The UTC and others in the US have been involved in the following activities since IRG #45 took place:

1. Unicode Version 9.0 was approved for publication during the UTC meeting earlier this month (#147), and is expected to be released in June, along with minor updates of UAX #11, UAX #38, and UAX #45. No new CJK Unified Ideographs are included, meaning that the total number of CJK Unified Ideographs remains at 80,388. The Unicode Version 9.0 Core Specification is expected to be published in August in PDF format.

2. UTC experts reviewed their assigned portion of CJK Working Set 2015 Version 1.1 (aka IRG N2133) and submitted comments in mid-February.

3. Macao SAR submitted the first non-Japanese IVD collection for registration, named MSARG, on 2016-05-13. The IVD Registrar issued PRI #326 on the same date, with a closing date of 2016-08-12. Please review and submit comments as appropriate.

4. Work on Unicode Version 10.0 is already underway and is expected to be released in June of 2017.

5. IUC40 (40th Internationalization & Unicode Conference) takes place from 2016-11-01 through 2016-11-03 in Santa Clara, California, USA.

That is all.